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Spring Term 2 – Y2P 
 
 
 

Dear Parents, 
 

This letter informs you about what your child will be learning at school in the second half 
of the spring term. We hope that you will be able to help your child explore and discuss 
these areas at home through some of the following ideas: 
 

• researching areas at the local library and helping your child develop their library 
skills 

 

• searching with them on the internet for child friendly material and relevant websites 
 

• watching relevant television programmes that may support their work, or visiting a 
museum 

 

• and, most importantly, talking to your child about what they have done at school! 
Listen to what they have learned and praise their achievements! 

 
 
 

 

Subject 
 

 

Our Learning 
 

 

Religious 
Education 

 

We will complete our work on holy books by making comparisons 
between the Torah, Bible and Qu’ran. We will then explore Lent and the 
significance of Shrove Tuesday and Ash Wednesday. We will think 
about salvation and how Jesus died on the cross so that our sins would 
be forgiven. We will look closely at forgiveness and reconciliation and 
use Jesus’ example as a model for our own lives. 
 

 

Science 

 

This half term we will continue our focus on health and fitness by 
exploring personal hygiene. We will think about human and animal life 
cycles and learn more about the basic needs of all living things. During 
this half term we will also look more closely at how plants and animals 
depend on their habitat for survival. 
 

 

Personal, 
Social and 

Health 
Education 

(PSHE) 

 

This half term we will learn about what happens if we do not take care 
of our health and the role that medicines have. We will think back to 
our work on safety and how we should keep safe around medicines. 
We will learn about basic personal hygiene routines and about the 
importance of taking care of our personal hygiene. We will find out 
about, and describe, how some diseases are spread and how they can 
be controlled by personal hygiene practices. 
 

  

  
 

  



 

Topic 
 

 

Our Learning 
 

 

Moon 
Zoom 

 

This half term we will continue with our topic Moon Zoom. 
 

Computing Using the internet safely, we will research information 
about space and make a short video documentary about the life of an 
astronaut. We will identify the different computers that are all around 
us, including those which are used in space, and retrieve images from 
a saved folder to create a poster in a Word document. We will also learn 
how computers can be used to create animations. We will use the 
tablets to create our own short videos to retell the incredible story of 
the moon landing. 
 
Design and Technology We will explore a range of space related toys 
and mechanisms, including rockets, space buggies, figures and 
costumes, thinking about what each toy can do and how they could be 
improved. Over the half term we will design, make and evaluate our 
own models of moon buggies, using wheels, axles and levers.   
 
History We will sequence major events and changes in space history, 
using the correct vocabulary relating to the passage of time. We will be 
learning about significant individuals e.g. Yuri Gagarin (the first 
person to orbit the Earth) and Neil Armstrong (the first man to land on 
the moon) and make comparisons to other explorers from our Land 
Ahoy topic. We will find out about the job of astronauts, past and 
present, and what it is like to work in space. We will also discuss how 
space exploration might develop in the future. 
 
Physical Education Within our games sessions, we will be developing 
our bat and ball skills and, using these, we will devise and play our 
own team games. Our dance lessons will focus around a space theme 
where we will perform basic movements to music to build up a dance. 
 
PSHE Through the stories of NASA Astronauts, such as Jose M. 
Hernandez and Tim Peake, we will consider what they had to do to 
accomplish the goals they had set themselves and why goals are 
important for us all. 
 

Science We will gather and record data about the moon and learn more 
about stars and constellations. 
 
Music Our musical focus will be Reggae. During this unit we will be 
learning to sing a shared song and developing our listening and 
appraising skills as we explore different pieces of reggae music. We 
will play instruments to accompany the shared song and read simple 
musical score. Within this unit of work, we will make improvisations 
and compose our own simple tunes. 
 

 

 


